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ABSTRACT 

Photopion production experiments are reviewed from an experimental point 

of view. The experimental results and their limitations are discussed for 

both charged and neutral pionso 

·. 
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PHOTOPION PRODUCTION 

Richard Madey 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California 5 Berkeley1 California 

J·une 27, 1952 

L INTRODUC'I' ION 

The purpose of the following survey is to try to assess the contribution 

of photopion production experiments to our present knovJledge of the nature of 

the pion field and of the character of the pion-nucleon coupling. This material 

was first presented in lecture form to members of the theoretical group at the 

Radiation Laboratory. 

No direct cosmic ray experDnents have been performed vdth photon produced 

pions; however, the production of pions by photons, which were generated by 

the Berkeley synchrotron, was definitely established in 1949 by McVdllan and 

Peterson1 • 

II. , THE PHOTOPRODUCTION OF CHARGED PIONS 

A. The Negative to Positive Ratio of the Production_ Cros§.._§~2:£..i.9!1§. 

1. Deuterium 

a. The Experimental Evidence 

1) .Nuclear Emulsion Detection2 

The nuclear emulsion data provides evidence that the nega-

tive to positive ratio from a D2 gas target has a value close to unity and 

is relatively insensitive either to the energy or to the angle of production. 

The results are shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. The· Negative .. to .. Positi ve .. ,Ratio. _of. I:ions_frotn Deuterium 

Angle e E (Mev) Ratio Ratio 
(Alternate Method) 

43 Oo79 ± Oo21 Oo?5 :t Oo22 
5? lo04 ± 0 .. 16 1.15 :! 0.21 
87 Oo89 ± Oo21 Oo91 't Oo24 

128 0.99 .t 0.30 Oo73 ± 0.26 
45° (Mean) Oo96 .± OolO Oo94 ± OolJ 
90° 34 lo24 Z 0.,20 lo38 :1 Oo32 

70 Oo98 ;t Ool4 lo08 ± Ool9 
loO~ ± Ool2 lo20 ± Ool7 

39 LJ ± Oo22 .L06 .:t Oo20 
57 lo05 ± Ool8 lolJ J: Oo26 

900 (Mean) 
135° 

135° (Mean) lo21 :1: Ool7 1.08 ::t Oo16 
All Angles 

(Mean) loOT± Oo07 lo04 !: Oo09 

Results have been obtained at three production angles, vizo 9 = 45°=~~~' 
90° ± 16°, 135° ± 19°.. The production angles were defined by channels lined 

with uraniumo Data has be·en collected at four production energies for 8 = 45° 

and two production energies each ate= 90° and 0 := 135°o The energies have 

been defined by means of absorberso The errors shown are standard deviations 

due to statistics only .. 

2) Doubl~ Focusing Magnet and Counters3 

. Li tta~er and Walker3 used a. double focusing ~agnetic 

analyzer of Ca.Iil.a'c4 to· focus charged pions onto an: array of counters o They 

found a 1T-/1r+ ratio of 1 .. 19 :t 0 .. 12 for a pion energy of 65 ± 15 Mev· and for 

a pion production angle of 135°. This val:ue has been. cor;ected for f-ray ab-

sorption in the targeto The time of flight of pions through the.apparatus is 

of the order of o~e~half the mean life of the pions (or about 10-8· seconds)o 

b. The Physical Interpretation 

1} To the approximation that the neutron-neutron forces 

are equal to the proton-proton forces, this experimental result is an argument 

that the nucleonic charge should not affect·the photo-pion production process 
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except for determining the pionic chargee 

2) Theoretical calculations have been made by Breuckner 

and Goldberger6 and by Breuckner7 of the negative to positive ratio for the photo 

pion production from free nucleonso If the interaction of the electromagnetic 

field of the photon is assumed to be only with the currents resulting from the 

charges of the moving protons and pions, then the calculation yields a ratio 

of the negative to the positive cross sections that depends both on the en-

.ergy and the angle of pion production and that has values always greater than 

oneo 

'The simple classical argument of Breuckner and Goldberger pointed out 

that there is an essential asymmetry in the production of negative and posi-

tive pionso When the negative pions are produced from neutrons, the~charge-

carrying nucleon is the· .final proton with large recoil veloci tyo When posi-

tive pions are produced, the proton is initially at rest and does not interact 

through its chargeo Thus, if photopion production is assumed to take place 
44 

according to the reactions Y -1- n --"t 11- + p and '( t- p __, 11;-+ n, and if a (j oA) 

' ~ type interaction is assumed, where j = the current arising from a moving charge 
~ 

and A = the ve_ctor potential of the electromagnetic field, then the ratio of 

the production cross. sections is 

[
. =~·. (jj.) w- J' 2 
J1 • :X) T I l) ,. 
\J o 11- 'J • recoil P 

-? ~ ~ ~ 
Now, put j.A = ev.A , and after some algebra, the result is 

1..----~~.-('()_8__,.8_ 

~7'1+·± '[1 .:. £ Cl··.- -~-·co's e)l,2 
.. :::. F (T_.,. 9)~ where[=~ ...... + T ; M :ii: nucleon 

. a-'?r- ... Me ~ ,. " 

rest mass, 6 ;;;;; pi,o.n pro.duction .angle,. and v = -~. c :;;; pion v~loci ty. 
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Some typical values of this ratio for production at a laboratory angle 

of 90° areg 

[ 

lo55 at T'lt = 40 Mev 

1.83 at T~ = 100 Mev 

r=see Figure 1 of Breuckner, Phys. Rev. 72, 641 (1950) for detailed dependence 

of cr 11 - on e and T 1T"' .J er-,. .. 
Effects of Coulomb field have been neglected; calculations show that Cou-

lomb effect < 5 percent for T 1f = 30 Mev. 

·Disagreement of this theory with experiment is possibly due to fact that 

assumption of negligible n- tinteraction is wrong, ioe. the interaction of the 

neutron through its magnetic moment with the electromagnetic field probably 

plays an important r.ole in photo pion production. Indeed, if the photon inter-

action with the magnetic moment of the struck nucleon is the predominating 

interaction, then ~he resulting theoretical expression for the negative to posi

tive ratio is essentially independent both of the energy and the angle of pro-

duction. The ratio has a value near unity provided the numerical values of 

the anomalous magnetic moments, which are observed in a static field 9 are used. 

This assumption of the value of the anomalous moment observed in a static field 

is probably the weakest point of the argument. 

Thus, the theory of the production process may be in agreement with the 

experimental results if the predominating interaction of the photon is with 

the magnetic moment rather than with the moving charges of the struck nucleons. 

2. The Z-dependence of n-J1f+ Ratio 

Several investigators have contributed to our present knowledge of the 

if/11'""'ratio from light nuclei. 

The 11'-/"rf+ratio from carbon was found by McMillan, Peterson and White8 
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and by Peterson, Gilbert and White8 to have a value near unity (~ 1.3) and to 

be fairly independent of both the energy and angle of observation. These results 

were obtained with nuclear emulsion techniques. Jakobson9 used the nuclear 

emulsion technique to measure the negative· to positive ratio from 2He4 at a 

production angle of 45°. His value of 0.99 ± 0.15 is integrated over the pion 

production energies. 

The effect of nuclear structure on the negative to positive ratio is not 

easily interpretable quantitatively~ because the pion-nucleon interaction may 

be different for the photo-production from a ~ nucleon than from a free 

nucleon, and also because the nuclear interactions of the pions before leav-

ing the nucleus have to be considered. If these two considerations are neg-

lected for the photo-pion production from carbon, then the interpretation is 

the same as that for deuterium, namely that the predominant interaction of the 

photon is with the magnetic moments rather than with the moving charges of the 

struck nucleons. 

Littauer and Walke~J have obtained some interesting results for a production 

angle of 1350 and a production energy of 65 ± 15 Mev5. An especially prominent 

deviation from a negative to positive ratio near unity was observed from the 

~double magic" 20ca4° nucleus. 

The ~-~~r ratios of the symmetrical (N ~ Z) nuclei that they observed 

seem to fall on a smooth curve. They observed 1f~/1r+ ratios from 1 H
2, 6c12, 

sol6, 16s32~ 20ca4° targets and obtained the following resultsg 

Nucleus y/rr+per nucleus 

Ll9 ± 0.12 

1.06 ± 0.02 
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No stable symmetrical Nuclei exist with mass number A >40 

I 7 9 -1 9 27 -11 39 The 'tf- 71+ ratios of the nuclei 3ti , 4Be , 9r , 13Al » 15P' , 19K 
j' 

each having one unpaired ne~tron were found to be 

2o06 :t Ool8 3Li7 

4Be9 2o25 ~ Ooll (cfo 6C12 = lo06 ± Oo02) 

~9 

13Al27 

15p31' 

19K39 

lo20 :; Oo05 

L04 ± Oo06 

lo02 :!: Ool 

The negative to positi~e ratios, measured by Littauer and Walkeri) are 

plotted in Figure 1 as.~ function of the mass numbero 

Machida and TamuralO obtained excellent agreement.\'lith the e~periiflental 

results of' Litta1.1-er and Wa:J..ker .for the negative to positive ratio fro:.;n i.ight 

nucleio They assumed that pion production taes, place from a tigqtly bound 
' 

alpha cluster within the. pucleuso The tight binding means that recoil energy 

is divided uniformly among all nucleons constituting the alpha .cluster; there= 
I . . . 

fore, in the final state, the,probability of protons being in the nucleus 

will be reduced, compared to that for neutrons by·the effect of the coulomb 

potential .baz:r·~~r;, ·.,Thfs:.r.eductj,;.on of the probability f~r ·the final state 
- ···- - ,. ; 

is larger for riega.t~ve :pion production than for positi~e pion production 

because three protons and one neutron exist in the final state for negative 

~ion production whereas three neutrons and one proton exist for positive 

pion productiono Since the coulomb effect increases with atomic number 

·,, 
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;; 1 the negative to positive ratio from the same type of nucleus (Le. sym= 

metrical or asymmertical) should decrease with .g. The asymmetrical nuclei 

were assumed to consist of a group of alpha clusters plus zero, one~ or two 

neutrons of protons. 

Littauer and Walker have presented an empirical correlation of the 

~-/n+ratios with the mass differences M~ _ 1 - ~ r 1 of the masses of the 

ground states of the isobars adjacent in .g to the target nucleus. This 

correlation is illustrated in two plots: Figure 2 shows the 1T-/1T+ ratios 

and the mass differences plotted against the atomic number~ and Figure 3 

shows the 1T- /"1T +-ra tic plotted against the mass differences. 

Medicus10 applied nuclear emulsion detection to obtain the ratio 

(<t(/n~Be9 = 2.0 ± 0.3, at pion proq.uction energies Tn~ 40 = 70 Mev and 

at the pion production angle e = 90°. 

Carothersll has measured the 'T\-; 7T +ratio from Be 9 as a function of 

production angle eat a production energy T~ ~54.~ 16 Mev by means of Bf 

and time of flighto He also measured this ratio from carbon at 90°o His 

results are 

e ,.-;11 t" I T'lt ----54 :t 16 Mev 

60°. lo9J !. 0.12 

Be 90° L96 t. 0.10 

150° 1.92 ± Ooll 

c { 90° lo27-.!; 0.07 

The magnitude of the difference between.,-/11 +ratios from cl2 and from 

Be9 cannot be explained merely by the higher neutron-proton ratio in the 

Be9 nucleuso Instead, the high ~-;~+ratio from Be indicates that the very 

loose binding of the extra neutron in Be allows it to participate more ac= 

tively in the production,, process than the other more tightly bound nucleonso 

r 
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For example, the' ratio of the yield from an unpaired neutron to that from 

a paired neutrol_l in Be9 may be obtained from the measurements by using the 

following relationshipo 

.,.-unpaired neutron =4@hr'l4Be9 _ J. 
a' paired neutron . ( -rr-J 11~ 6c12 J 

The data of Littauer and Walker give a value of 4o5 ± Oo4 for this 

. ratio at a production an~le cC 135° o 
• 

On the other hand, Carothers data at a 900 production angle gives the 

value 2o2 ± Oo5 for the. ratio of the yields from an unpaired neutron and 

a paired neutron in Be9; however, this ratio is quite sensitive to small 

changes in the measured values of the negative to positive ratioso The 

positive pion photoproduction data13 at a production .angle of 90° gives 

the value 2o3 ± Oo4 for the ratio of the positive pion yield from hydrogen 

to that from a bound proton in berylliumo 

Bo The Production of Positive Pions from Hydrogen14 

lo The Experimental Technigue 

Steinberger and:Bishop14 identified positive pions with 

scintillation counters b¥·"l'equimg a de;Layed coincidence between the pulse 

generated when the positive pion stopped in the material of the phosphor 

and the subsequent pulse generated b,y the positron that resulted from the 

decay chain 

1T""~A"+- (Tl/e ~ 2o6 X 10=8 sec) 

.A(.,.-7 ~+ (Tl/e ~ 2ol· x 10=6 sec) 

The-~esolution of the electronic apparatus was insufficient to distinguish 

the separate pulses from the 1l "~ .. .-~ .. (r part of the decayo 
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2o The Angular Distribution from 255 Mev Photons 

/, The kinematical relationship k ~ k(T i) e) iJ where k g) the photon 

energy~ T ~ the pion production kinetic energy9 and ~ ~ the pion production 

angle, for the assumed tow-body reaction ¥ + p ---711'+- + n allows a measurement 

of the angular distribution of the pions that are produced by photons of a 

given energy by appropriately varying the absorber thickness at each angle to 

specify the pion production energyo In the Berkeley experiment, the meson range 

was chosen at the various angles so that the responsible incident photons had 

the energy 2.55 Mev in the laboratory system9 or 204 Mev in the center of mass 

systemo 

Figure 4 shows the differential production ct.oss section d~/dJLin cm2 

per steradian by 255 Mev photons versus the pion production angl~ in the center 

of mass coordinate systemo This experimental ~urve has been described as being 

roughly isotropic, but perhaps with a slig&t peak in the backward dire~tiono 

Now the angular distribution of a simple electric dipole effect varies''_accord= 

ing to the function (sin ·6/1 =~cos e )2, where e is the pio~- productio~ angle 

and~ is the pion velocityo This function is sharply peaked; the reta.r.dation 

factor in the denominator shifts the peak to the forward directiono Rather 

isotropic angular distributions are predicted by those theories in which the 

electromagnetic interaction is chiefly with the magnetic moment of the nucleons 

rather than with the electric charge of the piono 

absorberso 

The Energy Distribution at the Laboratory Angle of 900 

Pion production energies were selected by means of aluminum 

Figures 5 and 6 show the spectral differential cross section 

~ dT d d.Jt I .@ g 900 

in cm2 per equivalent photon per Mev and per steradian at laboratory angle 

of 900 versus the pion production kinetic energyo A comparisot_J. ()~_the r~~lll.ts 

on a per nucleus basis for carbon and hydrogen shows that the cross section 

of six bound proton~ in 6cl2 is only about twice that 
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of .. a ::;ingle_ free pro;~.on. The inhibition of this reaction for the case of protons 

bound in nuclei is attrlbuted15 to the Pauli ExciLusion Principle. The effect 

of the exclusion principle may be visualized qualitatively \vi th the aid of the 

independent particle model (Fig. 7) of the carbon nucleus. 

Since. the target proton changes 

its charge during the photoproduction 

process, the photon must transfer 

sufficient momentum to the target 

proton to elevate this nucleon to 

some higher energy state. Hence, 

very small momentum tra.>J.sfers are 

suppressed in the photo production 

Fig. 7 of charged pions from nucleons boQ>J.d 

in nuclei. This same result is 

usually expressed by saying that the volume ava.ilable ip the phase space of 

the residual nucleon is g:res:Lex· for a free proton than for a bom1d proton~ 

4. The Excitation Function 

The excitation function of the differential cross section is 

derived from the energy distribution data. Let. the photon spect.ru.'n I(k) be 

normalized so that 

I k max I(k) k elk ;; k . Q v, 
max 

0 

\·lhere Q is the munbGr of nequivalent" photons16 incident on the 'target. Then 

dd\k:' 
----=~· .. ~- '""""· 

d../1.. 

\,, 

... ~ .. 
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2 
where 1 d N is the number of pions per steradian per unit pion energy per 

Q d1l..dT11' 
"equivalent" ph?ton and per target atom, and where the derivative dT,,/dk re-

lates the produced pion energy interval to the producing photon energy intervale 

It is computed from the conservation laws for the two body processe 

Figure 8. shows the differential cross section in cm2 per steradian at a 

laboratory pion angle of 90° as a function of photon energy for photon energies 

in the interval from about 190 Mev to about 310 Mevo This curve is uncorrected 

for nuclear .absorption of the.pionso Note that the crosssection rises approxi-

mately linearly to a plateau which starts at photon energies of about 260 Mev, 

the magnitude increases roughly by a factor of two from its value at a photon 

energy of 190 Mev to its value at a photon energy of about 260 Mevo 

Dependence of the Production Cross Sections on the Atomic Number Z 

and the Mass Number A 

lo The EXperimental Evidence 

aa Electronic Identification of 1i+ by Delayed Coincidences with 

Decay Electronsl2 

Mozley12 employed the Steinberger-Bishop electronic method 

of positive pion detection to measure the dependence on the atomic number of 

the production cross section at the production energies of 42 ~ 7 Mev and 76 ! 6 

Mev at the production angle of 90 = 8°o · The experimental result, illustrated 

in Table 2, is that the yield per proton decreases with increasing atomic 

numbero 
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TABLE 2 

Standard Standard 
deviation deviation 

Element 42 Mev (percent) 76 Mev (percent) 

H 6o6 17 BoO? 11 
Li JoJ2 10 2o80 11 
Be 2o82 11 2olJ 10 
B Jo02 11 2o28 15 
c 2o60 6 lo9J 5 
Al 2o50 11 lo68 9 
Cu lo92 19 lol7 15 
Sn lo66 25 Oo51 55 
Pb Oo51 91 Oo80 65 

Identical shaped targets of approximately lo5 g/cm2 were used except for the 

tin and lead targets, which were about 1/10 the range; consequently, target 

thickness co~rections of about 10 percent were required for the tin and lead 

pointso The other corrections required for pion range,t-ray absorption,~ 

purities, and decay of pions in flight were of the order of 2 percent or less 

in most caseso No correction was made for nuclear absorption of the pions in 
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the material of the absorberso The hydrogen cross section was obtained by 

means of a polyethylene=carbon subtraction .. 

The number of positive.pions produced per nucleon in the target may be 

fitted approximately by an rl/3 curve 9 where A is the mass number of the 

target nucleuso These data are not incompatible with the poss~bility that 

only the nucleons on the surface of the nucleus take part in photo-pion pro-

ductiono 

bo Double Focusing Magnet and Counters3 

Littauer and WalkerJ measured the yield of both posi

tive and negative pions at a production angle of 135° and at a production 

energy of 65 ± 15 Mev from several target elementso The results are given 

in Table 2o 

Ele
ment 
H 
D 
Li 
Be 
c 
0 
F 
Ai 
p 
s 

-- K 
ca 
Mil 
co 
As 
r 
Bi 

A 
1 
2 
7 
9 

12 
16 
19 
27 
31 
32 
39 
40 
55 . 
59 

''75 
127 
209 

z 
1 
1 
3 
4 
6 
8 
9 

13 
15 
16 
19 
20 
25 
Z7 
33 
53 
83 

loOO ± Oo05 
Oo87 ;:, OoO? 
2o25 ±. Ool4 
2oJ9 ;!;, OoOl 
3o54 .t Oo05 
4o08 ;t OolJ 
4o26 ! OolJ 
6o01 j: Oo20 
7o25 !. Oo28 
7o?6 ;!;, Ool8 
9o37 ! Oo42 
9o01 ;!;, Oo46 
9o08 ± Oo5'6 
9o79 '!, Oo35 
'9 0 72 '!: 0.,49 

15o8 ;;!: Oo? 
19o2 :!;; lo4 

TABC.E 3 

Oo04 J;. Oo05 
lo04 !, Oo07 
4o65 ~ Oo28 
5o39 ! Oo02 
3o77 ! Oo06 
4o25 !, OolJ 
6o04 ;: Ool4 
?o18 ± Oo2i 
?o54 ;;t; Oo28 
6o6J i Ool6 
9o58 .;i; Oo42 
5o2Q, X Oo46 

10o9 ;t Oo7 
13.,1 ;t Oo35 
13o9 .;!; Oo7 
2Jo2 ;;j; Oo8 
25oJ :!:" lo4 

y (1!+) + y '{11 -) 
1;04 ;!;. Oo07 
lo91 ± OolO 
6o90 ± Oo31 

. 7o78-±, OoOJ 
7 o31 -;t 0.,08 
8oJ3 j; OolS 

lOoJ ± 0.,18 
13o2 "± Oo29 
14.,8 _t. Oo4 
14 .. 4 !, 0.,24 
19o0 1 Oo6 
14o.~;!, Oo7, 
20.;0 · ;;t; Oo9' ·-
22~'9 ± OoS 
2Jo'6 !, Oo9 
39~0 !, lol 
44o5 :t z;C>O 

Y h·-)/Y (l!'t-) -
lol9 ~ Ool2 
2o06 !. OolS 
2o25 ;l;. Ooll 
lo06 ±. Oo02 
lo04 ;!: Oo05 
lo42;!;. Oo05 
1,.20 i Oo05 
lo04 ! Oo06 
Oo85 i, Oo03 
lo02 ;!: Ool 
Oo58 ~ Oo06·. 
lo20 ± Ooll 
lo34 ± '0o07~' 
lo4J ;;t; Ool 
lo46 .t' Oo08 
lo32 ± Ool2 

The densities of the D9 Cv .09 F, Al., P9 Sv Ca., I.~> and Bi targets were adjusted 

by choosing the mode of subdivision and packing of the material so that the 
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mean energy loss (--5 Mev) of the escaping pions· was roughly the same as 

that in the water targeto The stoppingpower for pions was too low for Li 

~nd K and too high for.the Be, Mn, Co, and Aso The yields from D, F, Ca, 

Mn, and As were obtained by a subtraction methodo The measured couriting 

rates were corrected for the measured dead-time loss ( ( ......... 15 percent), the 

empty target background ( --10 percent), an~ the gamma ray absorption in 

the target (usually 1- 3percent, but reaching 30 p:ercent for Bi)o 

If pions that are created below the surface of the nucleus have a small 

escape probability, then one would expect that the sum of the yields per 

nucleus of both positive and negative pions should be proportional to the 

surface area of the nucleuso Indeed, because of the observed fluctuations 

of the negative to positive ratio with mass number, Littauer and Walker 

obtained a better fit to their data by plotting the sum of the yields of 

both positive and negative pions vso the mass number A than by plotting the 

yield of either the positi~e o~ the negative pions alone vso the mass number 

E.o The total charged pion yield per nucleus is plotted in Figure ,9 against 

the logarithm of the mass numbere The known absorptionS of pions in nuclear 

matter predict the observed A2/3 dependence in the case of the heavier nucleie 

2o The Physical Interpretation 

The decrease in the charged pion photoproduction cross sections 

per nucleon versus the atomic number has been attributed to two causeso 

Firstly, the exclusion principle limits the volUme in phase space availa'Qle 

to the residual nucleon so that the cross section per bound nucleon is smaller 
'--

than the cross section per free nucleono Secondly, a further decrease is 

not incompatible 
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with the possibility that only the nucleons on the surface of the nucleus take 

part in photopion productione Since the mean free path for photons in nuclear 

matter is large compared to the nuclear radius, the decrease infue photopion 

y~eld versus Z cannot be explained by "screening" of the internal nucleons from 

the bombarding ~-rayso If the entire decrease in the cross section per nucleon 

versus the atomic number is assumed to be due to the a.psorption of outgoing 
->'-~1,:;,. 

pions by nucleons, then an upper limit for the mean free path of pions in nuClear 

matter is calculated17 to be less than a small multiple of the nuclear radiuse 
• 

This conclusion is in agreement with recent experiments on nuclear interactions 

of high energy pionso Since the nuclear interaction decreases rapidly with 

decreasing pion energy, the yield per nucleus of low energy pions might be 

expected to increase directly as the mass number A of the target nucleuso 

IIIo THE PHOTOPRODUCTION OF. NEUTRAL PIONS 

Ao The f- fCoincidence Detection Techniquel8 

Steinberger, Panofsky and, Stellerl8 have developed the gamma-gamma 
' 

coincidence technique to study the photoproduction of neutral pionso The geometr.y 

of the detection apparatus for observingt- fcoincidences from neutral pion 

disintegrations is shown in Figo lOo Each scintillation counter telescope con-

sists of an anti-coincidence phosphor, a positron-electron pair converter of 

high. energy t-rays, arid two coincidence phosphors o An absorber may be introduc,ed. 

between the two coincidence phosphors to measure the energy of the convers~on 

productso A 11 count 11 is registered if each of the four coincidence phosphors 

responds simultaneously (within the resolution time of the apparatus) to a 

particle of minimum ionization or more and neither of the two anti-coincidence 

phosphors respondso The arguments for the detection of a neutraf'iipion that 

decays into two gamma rays are the following: 
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·.·. 

1... The particles counted in each telescope are non:-ionizing initially 

but are converted into ionizing radiation at the converter. 

2. Data on the conversion products as a function of the converter thick- --

ness and of the converter material are in agreement with the initial non-ion-

izing,radiation.beingf-rays but not.neutrons. 
:~1;': 

J~;!,ijfj;f:'j:r the ionizing conversion products are assumed to be pair electrons, 

'then the. ~~bserved mean electron energy of the more energetic of the pair elec

trons corresponds to at-ray ener~J that is in good agreement with the kinematics 

of a71°, of rest mass o~bout 135 Mev, disirttegrating into twot-rays. 

4o The angular correlation of the photons, notably the exiE;:t~nce of a 
)· J, 

minimum_correlation angle¢, measured between the two telescope arms, is in 

agreement with the kinematical relationship appropriate to~0 disinteg~ation. 

B. The Dependence of the Production Cross Section on the Mass Number A 

or Atomic Number Z 

The Z dependence of neutral pion production was studied by measuring 

the yield of~- tcoincidences at a correlation angle cp: 75° and a "yoke" angle 

o(= 45°o The ."yoke" angle defines the orientation with respect to the beam 

direction, of the plane cont_!lining the two telescopes. The "yoke" refers to 

the yoke-like mounting arrangement for the two telescopes. The t- fcoincidence ,.,. . .,:'.,,, 

counts as a function of the atomic number Z of the target material are tabulated 

iir Table 4: 
:'.<. 
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TABLE 4 

l"Iaterial g/cm2 counts/monitor/nucleon Number of counts 
observed 

Li 2.71 0.190 ! 0.012 365 

Be 8.80 0.148 ± 0.007 458 

c 8.09 0.145 ±·0.009 307 

Al le5l 0.126 ± 0.012 129 

Cu 0.90 0.077 ± 0.010 74 

Pb 0.39 0.051 !: 0.020 20 

----
H 0.208 ± 0.029 

------

The C and Be targets were solid cylinders; the Li, Al, Cu and Pb targets cori~ 

sisted of these elements inserted in bakelite cylinders. The 11° yield per 

nucleon is a decreasing fm:cti'on of Zo Figure 11 .3hows a log'"7log plot of the 

1:)0 yield per nucleon and also of the 't1 +yield per proton (according to N.ozle;-2 ) 

versus A-l/3. Both sets of data are compatible \.fith a straight line dependence 

so that the yield is proportional to the nuclear area. Thus, if the decreasing 

yields versus atomi.c number result from nuclear absorption of the pion.sll these 

data suggest that the mean free path f'or absorption of neutral pions is approxi-

mately the same as that for charged pions. 

C. The Disintegration Kine.!!l!'l-tics of .Neutrial Pions 

Some kinematical relationships of neutral pion decay into tvm pho~~.on:::: 

aid in interpreting the g:a.rnma-garr.tma coincidence counting rates as '"' fmwtion 

of the correlation ~~gle ¢ and the yoke angle~. 
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The minimum included angle ¢ . between two photons .from a neutral pion - -- m1n 
- ~ 

o.f a given velocity f;c will occur when the photons are emitted, in the neutral 

pion rest .frame, perpendicular to the direction o.f motion of the neutral piono 

Hence, from the geometry of Figol2) we can write immediately cos¢ ~in·- Q 

(a) 

) 

) 

Figo 12 

~ci 

~ - ~ 180'' 
max 

Figurel3 shows a plot of¢. versus the neutral pion kinetic energy in units m1n 

of the rest mass of the neutral piono Note the qualitative .feature that larger 

neutral pion energies are associated with smaller values of the minimum oor-

relation angle ¢o -· 

If' the decay photons are emitted isotropically in the neutral pion rest 

fl'ame, then the calculated probability P(¢) d~ of observing a given included 

'angl€ ¢ in the interval d¢ from neutral pions of velocit.yf; (w-hich is .functionally 

rela tr~ to-- ¢) is 

P(~) d~ = sin ¢ --=--'"_1=..-..~+' 'F"' 
(1 - cos ~)J/ 2 

This correl-ation function is shown (Figo l.L) plotted against. ¢ for three "!alues 

o:f Ocorresponding to neutral pion kinetic en""'rgies of 20, 60 and 100 Me_vo 

Note that the probability for any given value of~ is largest near the minimum 

correlation angle ¢min for that e e Hence, an approximate one-to=one corres

pondence exists between the observed correlation angles and the neutral pion 
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velocitye The detection efficiency of the experimental arrangement further 

emphasizes this one-to-one ·correspondnece; the reason is that~ for a given 

neutral pion velocity, both trays will have high energy and thus be.detected 

efficiently nearft;::: <P ' whereas one of the two r-rays will 'have low_ energy. 
min · · 

near¢ ~ 180°o This discriminatory effect on the energy spectrum of the neu= 

tral pions is greater for the high energy end of the 'HQ spectrum. The lowest 

neutral pion energy that can produce photons at a given correlation angle ¢' 

is deter.mined by the relation 

E 
"" -'min:: 1 ~ o-min ~ -E = ~ ,, - esc 

(1 -0 ")1/2 
0 p min 

ot-

i. 
2 

Do The Photoproduction of Neutral Pions from Beryllium 

lo The Observed An~ar Correlation 

.. 

Figure I5 shows the relative coincidence counting rat.es from 
. --

a beryllium target as a function of the correlation angle $for t!).ree values 

of the yoke angle 9 ::::: 45°, .90°, and 135°o The qualitative features of the 

kinematics of neutral pion disintegration int.o two photons is confirmed by 

these spectrao Note that the minimum correlation angle decreases with forward 
. ,. 

yoke angles because the upper.limit of neutral pion energy increaseso 

2o The .A:pproximate Evaluation of the Energy Distribution of the 

Neutral Pions 

The energy distributions shown in the first paper by Steinberger!) 

Panofsky and St'ellerl8 have been evaluated from the observed angular correlation 

curves by assuming that the energy 'I(= E/E
0

l_ of the neutral pions at a given · 
' . .J 

correlation angle ' is given by the median correlation angle~ vizo 
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2 

(3 t 2 + 1)1!2 

The fact that neutral .pions of a given energy are concentrated heavily within 

a small range of.co~~~{~ti~~-angles is illustrated once more by the following 

exampleo For 70 Mev neutral pions, the minimum correlation angle is 84°; the 

median correlation angle is 92°.. The energy :distribution at yoke angles of 
' 

45° and 1350 were evaluated by making :the further assumption that the production 

angles do not deviate very_much from the yoke angle.. The basis for this as-

sumption is the near one..;.t~one correspondence between the observed correlation 

angle and the neutral pion velocity.. A. yoke angle of 90° collects 'f- .fcoinci-
. . 

dence counts from neutral.'pions emitted always at production angles of 90°; 
. . ( . . 

a yoke angle other than 90° collects f ~ fcoincidence counts from neutral pions 

emitted over a distribtitioil:· of production angles for a distribution of neutral 

pion velocitieso 

The energy distribu~~pn of the neutral pions appears in the integrand of 

an integral equation ·-r~r' the a-L~~coincid~nce counting rateo This integral 

equation has peen ~i.t't.en?~~wn,':and 'iri.verted exactl~9 by formal methods fer 

a yoke angle of 9d0:l~:f~t~~~~~:~~~~~~~ion, has not been accomplished at.-;~ more gen.., 
: .. :-.: ··, .. ::": ·:·.--.. .. 

. . '• .·.· ,_ .... ,, 

eral yoke angle chiefly because of the complicated relations introduced by the 

more general geometryo ir. Nt (¢,~) ~ d.o(represents the observedJA=-Pcoinci~ 
dence counting rate at'a correlation-angle~ in the ranged' and at ,a yoke 

angle a\ in the range cieb then since c/....' = e ~. ~~ 

Nl' (., ~) d~ = 2 ~{;j di~~nL2l dE ~ 
. J\E••:i::: (411 21} sin ~ d 

h tlcr(Ej~~1f~) 1 t .. h · · . t. · 1 d'ff t"al t" i al t w ere dEd.A s e :spec ra . 1. eren 1. cross sec 1.on per equ v en 

photon and per target. atom for production of neutral pions at a laboratory angle. 

of 90° and at a laboratory energy E in the range dEo 
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.4JL, and 6..122 are the solid angles subtended at the production targets by 

the limiting aperture of each telescopeo 
. A.JL . 2 

The factor 2 n sin ~· d ~ gives the probability. of catching the second 

't-ray in the second telescope, after having already caught the first 'If-ray · 

in the first telescopeo 

The factor 2 appears because the photons are indistinguishab~e, that is, 

either t-ray can be caught in the first telescopeo 

~ax is the energetic upper limit of the production processo 

E • is the lowest neutral pion energy that can produce 't- J<coincidences 
nun 

at a c~rrelation angle ~o We wrote down previously that Emin :-:. E
0 

esc ~ .. , 
For the purposes of "unfolding" the energy distribution, note that the 

integral to be inverted has the form 

C (¢) "'- ( ...s.L n (~, E) dE-7 t Ai t\N (~,E)Ll E1 ) dndE i=l 

Panofsky et a118 fitted the observed angular correlation curve for 6 : 90° 

by afinite number N of step functions and "synthesized" a step function en-

ergy distribution,as follows g 

N N - N N 
Since C ,.-....... ~l A1 Tl'i (cp, Ei) A E1, the N arbitrary amplitudes Ai are ob-

tained by fitting the observed angular correlation curve at N points and solv-

ing N simultaneous linear equationso This analysis is illustrated in Figo 16o 
. N 

For example, picking a value ¢ · determines Then, by also choosing a value 

N (tftN of E
1

, ll. · '1' , E.) is determinedo 
~ ~ 

...... Figo 16: 
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Figure 17 shows the energy distribution of neutral pions that would give 

rise to the obse~ved r(:.: ·)A.ebiricidence correlation curve !'or a yoke angle of 90° 

from a beryllfu:In -target.,' 'The 'fft iS made witJi Six "Square steptl distr.J:JrL~t.inn.S 

of suitabJy adjusted amplitude~ ' 

Figm·a 1.8 shows'S: comparison of the observed correlation data with the 

curve 'calcUlated on··the 'basis· (:;f ''the· "square step" energy distribution of' Figo 

17. The observed correlatio1f cti.i-ves are not very sensitive to details in their 

energy distribution' but' ·they are sufficiently sensitive to give_ the rela"" 

tive amounts of low energy and high energy contributions in the distributiono 

The reason is that each high energy component will contribute intensity between 

the corresponding'lower limiting Correlation angle and 180° .. Hence 1 if the high 

energy components already account for the entire intensity at¢= 180°9 then 

very little low energy components can be present. The synthesized ·energy dis= 

tirbutio~shows th~t this' is the case for '1;0 1s from Be.. Figure 19 shows in con= 
' 0 

trast the expected correlation curv~if the11 energy distribution had been 

identical w~h the n·t- spectrum photop:roduced from 1H' at 90°14., 

3. The Absolute-Cross Sections and the Angular Distribution of 

Neutral Pions from Beryllium 

The absolute cross sections per effective quantum are.directly 

obtainable by numerica.l integration of the observed angular correlation datao 

The published results are: 

e. aa:_(e) 
d.fl. 

4 .. 41 x 10-29 cm2/effective quantum/steradian 

3 .. 13 

1 .. 06 

45° 

90° 

135° 

6 :: (g. ,( d fl.. :;; 
)d..ll.. 

3o7 x lo-28 cm2/effecitve quantum 
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True absolute cross sections per photon at a definite photon energy can 

be derived from observed data in. the following approximationso 

a. Tfte production kinematies of a neutral pion that is photo= 

produced from a Be nucleus is the same as that from a free nucle~no That is~ 

a unique relationship is assumed between the neutral pion energy, at production~ 

and th~ primary photon bombarding energg. 

bo The one-to-one correspondence between the correlation angle 

~ and the neutral pion velocity is exact. That is, the calculate~ angular 

correlation curves are assumed t0 be delta functions located at a mean correlation 

angle; hence, the "yoke" angle oLis taken equal to the production gngle Q for 

"yoke" angles different from 90°. 

c. The number of quanta in a primary x-ray energy interval 

dk of the bremsstrahlung spectrum from the synchrotron is given very closely 

by dQ = Q dk/k • 

The correiation angle Was adjusted at each production angle to correspond 

to the production of neutral pions from 260 Mev photonso The differential 

cross sections, calculat~d. in these approximations from the.observed. data9 are 
,·. _., ~ . ~-- '· . 

given in Table 56 
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TABLE 5 

Kngular distribution of n ° pho"Loproduction in beryllium 

(The z:ero subscripifs refer to quantities in the center of mass coordinate 
system) 

€ e do" (k = 260 Mev) ~~ ~- ~29 
0 dA' x 1029 d.ll.;o 

ci. 10 

cm2/ steradian em~; ,::;teradian ....,_, ___ 
70° 34° 41:.? 4.66 :t. 0.,27 2 • .35 i: 0.14 

75° 45° 5'i l/2° 7o64 :t. 0~36 4o52 ;1: 0.22 

80° 55° 60'0 7 0 6 .. 69 ± 0.33 ,4 .• 52 .±: 0.22 

82 1/2° 67 1/2° 83? 7 .. 36 ± 0.37 5 .. 90 .± 0.30 

90° 90° 106° 5o62 .!" 0.26 6 .. 33 ::t 0.29 

97 1/2° 112° 126° 3.00 :l; 0.22 4.53 ± 0.33 

105° 135° 145° 1.35 ± 0.10 2 .. 52 :.1:. 0 .. 21 

115° 150° 157° 0.676± 0.08 1 .. 42 ;t; 0.17 

The integrated neutral pion production cross section for 260 Mev photons 

is 5 .. 55 x lo-28 cm2 per beryllium nucleus. (The integrated positive pion pro

duction cross section for 255 Mev photons is 1.9 t 0 .. 3 x 10=28 cm2 per hydrogen 

nucleus). The fact that the total cross section per 260 Mev photon is almost 
=28 2. 

twice as large as the value (.3.7 x 10 ~ em ) quoted per effective q:uantum is 
,, 

reasonable since the e:xcitation function rises slowly near threshold .. 

The authors claim that the quoted absolute values should be accurate to 

a factor of two; however, three significant figures are given to permit internal 

comparison. Probable errors refer to statistics only .. 

Figure 16 is a plot of the absolute cross section per 260 Mev photon for 

neutral pion production from Be as a function of the laboratory production 
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angleo This result, based on the above analysis.? indicates that the angular 

distribution for the photoproduction of neutral pions from photons of a given 

energy is strongly peaked forward in the laboratory coordinate systemo 

If this angular distribution is transformed to the center of mass coordinate 

system, then the result* is shown in Figo 21. The positive pion angular dis-

tribution from hydrogen is plotted also for comparisono 

Three effects l.Jould make the angular distribution of neutral pions from 

a beryllium nucleus differ from that from a free proton. 

ao The Be cross section includes production both from protons 

and p.eutronso 

bo The internal motion of the nucleons in Be would favor the 

production of neutral pions from nucleons that are moving toward the bombarding 

photons,, because of the steep excitation function for the neutral pion photo-

production processo 

Co The exclusion principle could introduce a modification 

because the energy available to the recoil nucleon is a function of the neutral 

pion production angleo 

Eo The Photoproduction of Neutral Pions from aycxogen (Preliminary Data) 

lo The Cross Sections 

ae The Polyethylene (CH
2

) - Carbon Subtraction Method. 

No data were taken on either the correlation function or 

the angular distribution bec"iiuse adequate statistics were difficult to obtain 

* The calculation of the center of mass angular distribution from the J.a bora tory 
angular distribution was accomplished by assuming that the kinematic~ of 
the reaction "t -+- p-i 7J o + p is the same as the kinematics for the reaction 
0 + n ---'r 1T~ +- po This assumption was made for convenience because ,the kine
matics of the latter reaction had already been calculated in detail20o 
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w:ith the subtraction method; however, data were observed at the correlation 

angle of 90° and at the yoke angle of 90°. These data give the result that 

<1.! = Oo120 ± 0.025 
ifc. 

If the correlation functions for hydrogen ~nd be~Jllium are assumed to be simi-

lar, then the total cross section for neutral pion photoproduction from hydrogen 

is estimated to be 

cf = 0.60 x lo-28 cm2/effective quantum at 320 Mevo 

bo The Production from Liquid Hydrogen 

Figure 22 shows some pr~liminary angular correlation data 

for the photoproduction of neutral pions from liquid hydrogen at a production 

angle of 90°. Angular correlation data were also taken at a yoke angle of 

45°. Note that the observed angular correlation from hydrogen is very similar 

,to that from beryllium. Absolute cross sections were estimated from these 

data to be 

£f!:. ::: 3.5 x lo-30 cm2/steradian/effective quantum 
dA e;;; 90o 

8.2 x lQ-30 cm2/ steradian/ effect,ive quantum 

The to~al cross section is in good agreement v.rith the resu.lt derived from the 

subtraction method. 

A correction factor of 0.70 r 0.05 was appl~ed to the raw data from liquid 

hydrogen because the empty target background averaged 30 r 5 percent~ and sta-

tistics were insufficient to justify a point-by-point correction of the observed 

datao 
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2. The Excitation Function 

Figure ;23 is a step function energy spectrum· that is compatible 

with the observed gamma-gamma coincidence angular correlation from neutral pion 

photoproduction at 90°. This four step energy'distribution was synthesized 

for the hydrogen da~a in the s~e manner as th~t for the beryllium data. 

The solid curve on Fig. _?2 is the expected correlation curve if the spectrum 

were this synthesized four step spectrumo The dotted curve is the eJg?ected 

correlation curve if neutral and positive photopion production were identical. 

This analysis of the observed angular correlation curve from liquid hydrogen 
.. ~:. 

leads to .the conclusion that the excitation function for the photoproduction of 

neutral pions has a higher order contact near threshold than that for positive pions. 

nhis conclusion, that the neutral pion photo excitation curve starts more slowly 

from threshold than the positive pion photo excitation cuxve, has been verified 

independently by the experiment of Silverman and St~arns21 at Cornell. 

F. The Photoproduction of Neutral- Pions from_ Hydrogen 

1. The Experimental Technique 

Silverman and Stearns21 at Cornell observed the reaction 

( + p ----7 1r0 + p by detecting coincidences between the recoil proton and one of 

the decay photons from the neutral pion. The experimental arrangement is shown 

schematically in Fig. 24. The recoil protons come to rest in a Nai phosphor, 

whi«.h is located at 30° ;!; 3° to the beam-r the pulse height in the proton de~ 
~-~; 

., '' 

teeter is a measure of the proton energy. The (~ray detector consists of an 

anticoincidence phosphor, a positron-electron pair comrerter of high energy 

~~ rays, and .two coincidence phosphors.;"··~For a proton angl·e .. of 30©, the 

correlated neutral pion angle is 90';.. i 10° for incident photons between 2oa 

Me'\r a11d 310 Mev; hence the 'I ~ray detector was set at, 90° with an a.n~a.r a:per= 

ture of :!: 5° o The· t-ray counter was placed in the direction of emission of 
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the neutral pion for maximum efficiency. Very thin polyethylene (GH2) and 

carbon targets were required in order to prevent excessive degradation of the 

energy of the recoil protons in the target. The CH2 target was 0.23 g/cm2 

{0.100 .m.) ·thick; the thickness of the carbon target was chosen to provide 

equal stopping power for protons. 

2. The Excitation FunCtion and the Cross Section 

The measurements of the energy and the angle of the recoil pro-

ton are sufficient to uniquely deter.mine the kinematics of this reaction. The 

cross section for neutral pion production at 90° in the laboratory system as 

a function of the incident gamma ray energy is shown in Fig. 25. The indicated 

errors include estimated instrumental as well as statistical errors. The· data 

can be fitted by the power law 

where k = the bombarding photon energy, and 

).l = the rest mass of the neutral pion. 

The curvature.of the neutral pion excitation ,function is·in sharp contrast 

with the curvature of the positive pion excitation function. The data of atein

berger and Bishop can be approximated very crudely by ~: ........... (k -,.t.t)0,5 • 

The absolute magnitudes of th.e two .cross· sections are roughly the same at a 

bombarding energy of 300 Mev. 

3. The Angular Distribution 

The ratio of the differential cross sections at the laboratory 

production angles of 60° and 900.for photons from 250 Mev to 310 Mev is 

- 1.50 ± 0.25; 

(Sc) d ..fl. . 

e - 900 
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the ratio of the differential cross sections at the corresponding center ot 

mass production angles of 760 and 1120 is 

= 1.10 :t 0.20 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

The negative to posj.tive ratio of the production cross sections 
versus tpe nuclear mass number of the target nucleus .. 

The negative to positive ratio of the production cross sec#ions 
and the mass differences of the ground states of the isobars ad
jacent in atomic number to the target nucleus versus the.atomic 
number of the target nucleus., 

The negative to positive ratio of the production cross sections 
versus the mass difference of the ground states of the isobars 
adjacent in atomic number to the target nucleus .. 

Angular distribution for the production of positive pions by 255 
Mev photons on hydrogeno 

Energy distribution of positive pions produced at 90° by .325 Mev 
max.imum energy bremsstrahlung on carbon and on hydrogen by sub= 
traction a 

Energy distribution of positive pions produced at 90° by 325 Mev 
maximum energy bremsstrahlung on a liquid hydrogen target., The 
solid curve represents the number of photons per unit pion energy~ 
vizo dN dk., 

dk dE 

Independent particle model of the cl2 nucleuso 

Excitation function for the production of positive pions by photons 
on hydrogen at 90° to the beam .. 

The total charged pion yield per nucleus versus the logarithm of 
the mass number of the target nucleus .. 

Geometry of the detection apparatus for observing gamma=garnma 
coincidences from neutral pion disintegrations" The "correlation 
angletll{J and the 111telescope plane angle" or 11yoke angle!t e (approxi= 
mately the neutral pion production angle) are indicatedo 

Cross section of neutral pion production per nucleon and cross 
sectJ.on of positive pion production per proton plotted against 
K=l/3~ where A is the mass numbero 

Disintegration of a neutral pion into two gamma rays (a) transverse 
and (b) parallel to the neutral pion velocity vectoro 

Plot of the neutral pion kinetic energy in units of the rest mass 
of the neutral pion versus the minimum correlation angle ¢min" 

Plot_of ~ against the correlation angle Cf for three values 
of the n~a¥lal pion kinetic energyo This function is the relative· 
dei e¢tion probabili t,y for a given correlated '("ray pair o 
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The· relative gamma-gamma coincidence counting rates from a berrylium 
target as a function of the correlation angle~ for three values 
of the telescope plane angle So 

Figo 16 Illustration of the method of synthesizing a step function energy 
dis~ribution from an experimental gamma-gamma coincidence ?orrelation 
curveo 

Figo 17 An energy distribution of neutral pions that would ;ive rise to 
the observed gamma-gamma coincidence correlation curve for a pro
duction angle of 90° from a beryllium targeto The fit is made 
with six "square step 11 distributions of suitably adjusted ampli
tudeo 

Figo 18 A c9mparison of the observed angular correlation data with the 
curye calculated on the basis of the "square step11 energy distri= 
bution of Figo 13o 

Figo 19 

Figo 20 

Figo 22 

Figo 2J 

Figo 24 

Figo 25 

The·. correlation curve expected if the neutral pion energy distri
bution from beryllium at 90° had been identical with the positive 

. pion spectrum photopro~~ced from hydrogen at. 90° (as observed by 
Steinberger and Bishop )o 

The absolute cross section per 260 Mev photon for neutral pion 
production from a beryllium target as a function of the laboratcry 
production angleo 

The center of mass angular distribution for the photoproduction 
of neutral'pions from berylliumo The positive pion angular dis= 
tribution, in the center of mass, from hydrogen is plotted also 
for comparisono 

Some preliminary angular correlation data for the photoproduction 
of neutral pions at a production angle of 90° from liquid hydrogeno 
The· solid curve is the expected correlation curve if the spectrum 
were the synthesized four step spectrum of Figo 19o The dotted 
curwe is the expected correlation curve if neutral and positive 
photopion production spectra were identicalo 

A step-energy spectrum that is compatible with the observed gamma= 
gamma coincidence angular correlation from neutral pion photoprO= 
duction at 90°o 

The: experimental arrangement for detection of neutral pion=proton 
coincidences produced by photons on protonso 

The cross section for neutral pion production from hydrogen at 
90°: in the laboratory system as a function of the incident gamma 
rayt energy o 




